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§ 1. Introduction 
In this paper we are concerned with the absolute theory of a smooth irreducible 
complete algebraic curve X defined over a real closed field K. Our theory is purely 
algebraic. It may be of interest even in the case that K is the field R of real num-
bers, since as far as I know there does not exist a purely algebraic theory of curves 
over R in the literature. 
Let F denote the field K(X) of rational functions on X defined over our real 
closed field K. Clearly F is a finitely generated field extension of K of transcendency 
degree 1. We regard X as a scheme of dimension 1 over K. Thus the local rings 
Op = Ox p of the closed points p of X are precisely all discrete valuation rings A 
with KczAczF and F the quotient field of A. The intersection of all 0V is assumed 
to be K. 
We never make explicit reference to the generic point of X. Thus from now 
on we use the word "point" instead of "closed point," and we denote the set of 
closed points of our scheme again by X. The residue class field K(p) = @p/mp 
of a point p of X is isomorphic over K either to K itself or to the algebraic closure 
K{y^i) of K. We call the points of the first type the real points of X, and those of 
the second type the complex points of X. We denote the real points by capital 
roman letters P, Q, R,... and the set of all real points by y. The set y is not empty 
if and only if the field F is formally real, and in this case y contains infinitely many 
points. This is clear from E. Artin's work on positive definite functions, cf. [ A ] 
and [Lg] . 
Every / in F induces a map from y to K u oo assigning to a point P with 
feOP the image f(P) of fin K(P) = K and to a point P with / not in 0P the value oo. 
If y is not empty then / is uniquely determined by this map from y to K u oo, and 
this map will be again denoted by / . These functions / :y->Kuoo will be called 
the real functions on y. 
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Assume now that K is the field 1R of real numbers and y is not empty. Then y 
is a compact C°°-manifold of dimension 1, hence a disjoint union )>iU---uyr 
of manifolds yt diffeomorphic to the circle S 1 , cf. [ M , p. 55 ff]. In 1933 Witt proved 
the following three theorems about the real functions on y [ W ] : 
I. If a real function / is positive definite on y, i.e. / ( P ) ^ 0 or / (P) = oo for all 
P in y\ then / = g 2 + / i 2 with g, / i in F . 
II. Given a sign ef = +1 for each component yti l ^ i ^ r , there exists a real 
function /#=0 such that etf is positive definite on yt simultaneously for 1 ^ i ^ r . 
III. Given on each y{ a finite even number of points there exists a real function 
/ 4=0 which changes sign precisely at these points. 
Theorem I has been generalized to the case that K is an arbitrary real closed 
field: By Artin's theory ([A, Lg]) every positive definite real function is a sum of 
squares, and as Pfister has shown in [P] every sum of squares in F is already a 
sum of two squares. Similar statements hold true for function fields over K of 
transcendency degree >1, cf. [A , Lg , P] , and §4 of this paper. The proofs are 
purely algebraic. They do not use Tarski's principle to transfer "elementary 
statements" from R to other real closed fields. 
The first part of the present paper is mainly devoted to the problem of proving 
theorems analogous to Witt's Theorems II and III over arbitrary real closed fields. 
Before attacking this problem we have to introduce a topology on y which genera-
lizes the topology of y as a C 0 0-manifold in the case X = R . 
This is done as follows. We consider first the case that X is the projective line 
IP*. Then y is the set K u oo which occurred already above. We introduce open 
intervals on y in the usual way: If a and b are in K and a<b then 
is defined as the set of all x in K with a < x < b. {Recall that K has a unique ordering.} 
If a, beK and a>b then ]a, b[ consists of the x in K with x > a o r x < 6 and the 
point oo. Finally for a in K the interval ]a, oo[ is the set of all x in K with x>a9 
and ]oo,a[ is the set of all x in K with x<a. 
We equip Kuoo with the "interval topology." By definition this topology 
has the open intervals as a subbasis. Then for X an arbitrary smooth irreducible 
complete curve over K we introduce on y the coarsest topology such that all real 
functions / : y—>KKJCC are continuous. Every open interval of Xuoo can be 
transformed by an automorphism of IP* into the interval ]0, oo[. Thus a subbasis 
of our topology on y is given by the sets / _ 1 Q 0 , oo[) with / running through 
F * : = F \ {0}. The real functions on y separate points, as follows for example from 
the weak approximation theorem for valuations. Thus our topology on y is 
Hausdorff. 
Notice that in the case X = IP£ we obtain in this way again the interval topology. 
This is easily verified using the fact that for X = IP* the group F * is generated by K*, 
the normed linear polynomials, and the normed definite quadratic polynomials 
in one variable over K. 
To prove Witt's Theorems II and III over arbitrary real closed fields we now 
have to find the right definition of the "components" yl9..., yr of y. These should 
be closed and open subsets of y. In the case X = R the yt are just the connected 
components of the topological space y. But if K is not isomorphic to R the space 
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y will be totally disconnected, and we have to look for a more sophisticated defini-
tion of the components yt. This definition will be given in §2. Then we shall be 
able to prove Theorem II immediately. A t the end of § 2 we obtain a rather intuitive 
description of the components yt: Two points P and Q of y lie in the same compo-
nent if and only if f{P)f(Q)>0 for every real function / which has no zeros and no 
poles on y. 
In § 3 we show that for a real function the number of points of odd order on a 
fixed component yt is always even. In § 4 we finally prove Theorem III for K an 
arbitrary real closed field, replacing in this theorem the phrase "which changes 
sign precisely at these points" by "which has odd order precisely at these points." 
This is necessary since the geometry needed to justify the former phrase is not 
yet established in § 4. 
We never apply Tarski's principle. As far as I see there is no simple procedure 
at hand to obtain our results from the existing transcendental theory of real 
curves by use of this principle. On the other hand, our approach in this paper is 
not more difficult for K an arbitrary real closed field than for K = R , as it should 
be for a truly algebraic theory. Thus our theory would not be simplified by first 
proving the statements for K = R and then transferring them to other real closed 
fields. 
The main tool used in our proofs of Theorems II and HI are: i) Tsen's theorem, 
that the Brauer group of F(y^l) is trivial; ii) a residue theorem for differential 
valued quadratic forms over curves, developed in [ G H K S ] ; iii) a theorem of 
Geyer [ G ] , which states that the Herbrand quotient of the Galois cohomology 
of the Jacobian of X is trivial. Geyer proves in [ G ] more generally a duality 
theorem for the Galois cohomology of an arbitrary abelian variety over a real 
closed field analogous to Tate's duality theorem [T] over p-adic fields. 
The close connection between the Galois cohomology of the Jacobian and 
Theorems I-III had been made explicit by Geyer for K = R already in 1964 in a 
paper [ G J , in which he proved these theorems in a much more algebraic way 
than Witt. Geyer's paper [ G J is an essential source for our present work. The 
papers [ G ] and [ G J together also contain a proof of Theorem I over arbitrary 
real closed fields very different from the proof indicated above. 
In § 5 we develop the notion of an "orientation" of y. Fixing an orientation on 
y we then define in § 6 for two points P 4= Q on a component of y the " open interval" 
]^> QL and verify many of the pleasant properties of intervals we are accustomed 
to on the circle S1. 
In part II of the paper we shall continue our study of intervals. We then shall 
prove for a real function without poles on a given closed interval analogs of some 
standard theorems in analysis of one real variable: Intermediate value theorem, 
Rolle's theorem, existence of maxima and minima, criterion for local extrema. 
The final sections of the paper will deal with quadratic forms. We shall deter-
mine the Witt ring W(Z) of an arbitrary Zariski open part Z of X, that means of 
an arbitrary irreducible smooth curve over X , and the Witt ring W(F) of the 
function field F. Since our paper is based to a large extent on quadratic form 
techniques, these investigations have a natural place in it. The author believes 
that quadratic form techniques also are quite useful for an understanding of 
algebraic varieties of dimension > 1 over real closed fields or even the field R 
of real numbers. 
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§ 2. Components and Definite Functions 
We first recall some notions from the theory of quadratic forms tailored to the 
needs of this paper. For L a field of characteristic #=2 we denote by W(L) the 
Witt ring of L . The elements of W(L) are by definition the equivalence classes 
[cp] of non-singular symmetric bilinear forms cp over L . Here two forms cp and ^ 
over L are called equivalent, (p~ij/,if 
( ? ± r x < l , - l > s ^ ± s x < l , - 1 > 
with r and 5 integers ^ 0 , cf. [ L ] or [ M H ] . {rx <1, - 1 > denotes the orthogonal 
sum of r copies of the binary hyperbolic form.} Addition and multiplication on 
W(L) are given by the orthogonal sum and the tensor product of forms. By Q(L) 
we denote the group L * / L * 2 of square classes. We identify a square class a If 2 
with the equivalence class [<a>] of the one-dimensional form <a>, and we usually 
write again <a> for this class. Thus Q(L) is a subgroup of the group of units of the 
ring W(L). 
Let P be a real point of our irreducible complete smooth curve X over the 
real closed field K, and let t be a uniformizing parameter^ X at P, i.e. a generator 
of the maximal ideal m P of the local ring 0P = 0XP. We introduce mappings 
T p and dp from the Witt ring W(F) of the function field F of X to the ring Z of 
integers in the following way: Given a fo rm 2 cp over F we choose a diagonalization 
(P^<fl,-.-Jr>tfr+l,...,tfn> 
with all ft units of 0P and 0 ^  r ^  n. This is always possible. Then we put 
(2.1) T P ( 9 ) = t s i g n / i ( P ) , 
i=l 
3P(<p)= £ signup).3 
i = r+l 
{Read TP(<p) = 0 if r=0 and dP((p)=0 if r = n.} It can be shown that these integers 
do not depend on the choice of the diagonalization above (cf. [ M H , p. 85] and 
recall that W(K)^Z). It is now evident that xP(cp) and dP((p) only depend on the 
equivalence class [<p], and that these maps xP and dP from W(F) to Z are additive. 
T p does not depend on the choice of t but dP does. 
2 " F o r m " always means "non-singular symmetric bilinear form" 
3 Sign(a)= +1 if a >0, and sign {a) = - 1 i f a < 0 
For </> a square class we write xP(f\ dP(f) instead of T p « / » , d P ( < / » . If 
the order o r d P / o f / a t P is even then T P ( / ) = ± 1 and dP(f) = 0. Otherwise T p ( / ) = 0 
and dP(f)=±l. 
(2.2) Definition. We call a real function /=t=0 definite at P if / h a s even order at P, 
and we then call xP(f) the sign of / at P. We say that / is positive definite at P if 
xP(f) = +1, and that / is negative definite at P if xP(f)= — 1. Thus / is positive 
definite at P if and only if / has even order at P and the following holds true: 
Choosing a real function g=|=0 such that h*= fg2 has no zero or pole at P, the 
function h has value h(P)>0. For a a subset of y we call / definite (positive 
def., negative def.) on a if / is definite (positive def., negative def.) at every point of a. 
We now fix some Zariski open subset Z of X , i.e. we omit from X a finite set 
of points. Recall that we obtain in this way all irreducible smooth curves over K. 
We denote by ß the set of real points of Z , which is an open subset of y. We denote 
by Q(Z) the group of all square classes </> in Q(F) with / of even order at all points 
p in Z , and by Q'(Z) the group of all square classes </> in Q(F) with / of even 
order at all points P in /?, i.e. / definite on ß. We finally denote by Q+(F) the group 
of square classes </> with / positive definite on y. This group certainly contains 
all classes </> with / a sum of squares in F. Indeed, if / 4=0 is a sum of r squares, 
and P is a point of y, then we can write 
/ = g - 2 ( * f + - + * r 2 ) 
with g in F* , all ht in (9P and not all fct. in m P . Thus we obtain 
M / ) = T P ( / g 2 ) = + i . 
(2.3) Theorem. Let f^Obea real function positive definite on ß. Then f is a sum of 
squares in F , and thus f is positive definite on y. 
This theorem is due to Art in [ A ] . His proof roughly runs as follows: If / 
would not be a sum of squares then there would exist an ordering < of the field F 
with / < 0 . But then there would exist infinitely many points P on y with /(P)4= oo, 
f(P)<0 (cf. also [Lg, p. 387], and for a proof using quadratic form techniques 
[ K x , § 6 ] ) . Since y \ / ? is finite this is a contradiction. 
(2.4) Proposition. Q'(Z) = Q(Z)Q+(F). 
Before proving this proposition we have to introduce some more notations. 
We denote by X the curve X®KK over X:=X ( ] /^T) obtained from X by base 
extensions from K to X , and by E the function field F ( ] / ^ l ) of X. Notice that X 
is again irreducible, smooth, and complete. We denote by Div (X) the group of 
divisors on X and by Div (X) the group of divisors on X , the composition in both 
groups written multiplicatively. As usual we regard Div (X) as a subgroup of 
DivJX). Let p denote the involution 4= id. of K/K. The Galois group G = {l ,p} 
of K/K operates on X , on Div(X) , and on E. The action of p on an element of one 
of these sets and of related sets occurring later will be denoted by a bar. Over a 
real point P of X there lies a unique point of X, again denoted by P, but over a 
complex point p there lie two different conjugate points q, q of X. Thus^ since X 
is unramified over X , the prime divisor P of X is also a prime divisor of X , but the 
prime divisor p of X is the norm N(q) = qq of the prime divisor q of X. These facts 
imply that Diw(X) coincides with the subgroup Div(AT)G of fixed elements of Div(X). 
Now the proof of Proposition 2.4 runs as follows. If ß is empty then also y 
is empty and we have Q'(Z) = Q(F) = Q+(F). Assume from now on that ß is not 
empty. Let / be a real function 4=0 definite on ß. Since / has even order every-
where on ß the divisor of / can be written as follows: 
div(/) = a 2 N(b)c 
with a a divisor having support in /?, c a divisor with support in and N(b) 
the norm bb of some divisor b of X. Changing a and b by suitable inverse powers 
of a primedivisor P in ß we may assume that b has degree zero. Now the group 
J := P i c 0 ( X ) of divisor classes of degree zero can be ragarded as an abelian variety 
over K, the Jacobian of X. Thus J is a divisible group (e.g. [ M u , p. 42]). In parti-
cular there exists an equation 
b = div(g)p 2 
with g in E* and v a divisor on X. We then get 
div(/) = div(N(g)) • N(p) 2 • a2 • c 
with N(g) denoting the norm gg of g. From this we learn that the real function 
h'=/N(g)-1 has even order everywhere on Z . On the other hand g = gx + g 2 "/—I 
with elements g f of F , hence 
N(g) = g l 2 + g 2 . 
Thus we have 
</> = </i><N(g)> 
with <*> in Q(Z) and <N(g)> in ß + (F). 
We now want to prove 
(2.5) Proposition. Q(Z) is a finite group. 
Clearly for any point p of Z we have 
( Ö ( Z M p } ) : Q ( Z ) ) ^ 2 . 
Thus since X^Z is finite also the index (ß(Z) : Q(X)) is finite, and it suffices to 
show that Q(X) is finite. 
We regard the map v from Q(X) to the group Pic(X) of divisor classes on X 
assigning to a square class </> the class of the divisor %di\(f). This map is a well 
defined group homomorphism. Clearly the image of v is the subgroup P i c ( X ) 2 
of elements of order ^ 2 in Pic(X). The kernel of v consists of the square classes of 
constant functions. Thus we obtain an exact sequence 
(2.6) l-+Q(K)-+Q(X)-+->Pic(X)2^U 
the map from Q(K) to Q(X) being injective since K is algebraically closed in F . 
{In fact, an exact sequence analogous to (2.6) exists for an arbitrary complete 
scheme over a field, cf. [ K , 2.3.1].} 
Q(K) consists of two elements < ± 1 > , and we are left to show that P i c ( X ) 2 
is finite. For this we relate Pic(X) to Pic(X), using cohomology of the Galois 
group G = {1, p}. For A a G-module we denote by H°{A) and H1 (A) the cohomology 
groups 
H°(A) = Al_p/(l+p)A, H\A) = A1 + p/(\-p)A 
with A l ± p the kernel of \±p on A. Consider first the canonical exact sequence 
of G-modules 
with $>(X) the group of principal divisors on X. Regarding the G-invariant ele-
ments we obtain an exact sequence 
1 ^ K * - ^ F * - > £ ( X ) G - + 1 , 
since H1 (K*) = 0. Thus the canonical map from to § ( X ) G is bijective. Further-
more since Hx(E*) = 0 we have an exact sequence 
1 -> H1 (§(*)) -+H°(K*)-> H°(E*). 
Now H°(K*)=K*/N(K*) consists of two norm classes ( = square classes) repre-
sented by ± 1. Since — 1 is not a norm of E/F the map from H°(K*) to H°(E*) 
is injective, and we learn that 
i f 1 ( § ( X ) ) = 0 . 
Regarding now the G-invariant elements of the canonical exact sequence 
1 — § ( * ) — Div(X)-* Pic 1 
we see that the sequence 
1 -> $(X) D i v (X) -> Pic (Xf -> 1 
is exact. Thus we have shown 
(2.7) Lemma. The canonical map from Pic(X) to P ic (X) G is bijective (y not empty). 
By this lemma Pic(AT)2 is the subgroup of G-invariant elements of P i c ( X ) 2 . 
Now the elements of order ^ 2 of Pic(X) lie in the group J of divisor classes of 
degree zero on X. Since J is an abelian variety over K of dimension g, the genus 
of X, the set J2 of elements of order ^ 2 in J contains precisely 22g elements 
[ M u , p. 64]. Putting all facts together we see that Q(X) contains at most 2 2 g + 1 
elements. 
From the Propositions (2.4) and (2.5) now proved we immediately obtain 
(2.8) Corollary. For Z a Zariski open subset of X the group Q'{Z)/Q+ (F) is finite. 
Now we are able to define the components of the set ß of real points of Z . 
Assume ß is not empty. We call two points P and Q of ß equivalent if rP{f) = tQ(f) 
for every real function /=|=0 definite on ß. According to our Corollary (2.8) the 
set ß decomposes into finitely many equivalence classes ß1,...,ßt with respect to 
this relation. These ß{ we call the components of ß. 
(2.9) Proposition. Every component ßt of ß is open and closed in ß. 
Proof We fix some point P in ß and denote by a the component containing P. 
Let Q be a point in / K a . There exists a real function /4=0 definite on ß with 
TP(f)= — 1 and TQ{f)= + 1. The orders o f / at P and Q are even numbers In and 
2 m. By the weak approximation theorem for valuations there exists a real function 
g with orders — n and — m at P and Q respectively. The function A : = / g 2 is definite 
on ß and fc(P)4=oo, /i(Q)=N°°, /i(P)<0, fc(Q)>0. From this study we learn that 
/ K a is the union of the open sets / i _ 1 ( ]0 , oo[) with / i running through all definite 
functions on ß with h(P) 4= oo and /i(P)<0. Thus a is closed. Since / K a is a union 
of components, also ß \ a is closed, i.e. a is open, q.e.d. 
(2.10) Theorem. Given a sign £,= +1 for each component ßt, l^i^t, there exists 
a real function /=|=0 such that f is definite on each ß( with sign et. 
To prove this theorem we need the following well-known 
(2.11) Lemma. For f and g arbitrary elements of F* there exists an element h 
in F * such that the quadratic forms <1, - / > ® < 1 , — g> and 2 x < l , - / i ) over F 
are isomorphic. 
Indeed, this statement means that the quaternion algebra [/, g] over F with 
structure coefficients fg is split by F ( ] / ^ T ) . This follows from Tsen's theorem 
that over F(^/~—i) there do not exist non trivial central division algebras of finite 
rank. 
The proof of Theorem (2.10) now runs as follows. We may assume t^2. 
It suffices to find a real function /4=0 definite on ß which has sign - 1 on a fixed 
component, say ßl, and has sign +1 on all other components. 
For every i with 2 ^  i ^  t there exists a function g, 4=0 definite on ß with sign - 1 
on /^ and sign + 1 on /},. Applying Lemma (2.11) iteratively we obtain 
<i, - g 2 > ® - ® a - g , > ^ 2 < - 2 x < i , - / > 
with some / in F*. Let P be an arbitrary point of ß. Applying dP to this relation we 
see that d P ( / ) = 0. Thus / is definite on ß. Now T p is a ring homomorphism on the 
subring of W(F) generated by Q'(Z). Thus applying T p to our relation we obtain 
2 r " 2(1 - T P ( / » = (1 - T P ( g 2 » . . . (1 - ip(g,)). 
If P lies in some ßt with i^2 then the right hand side is zero, since t P (g l )= +1. 
But if P lies in ßx then the right hand side is 2 f _ 1 . Thus T p ( / ) = +1 if P lies inß\ßl 
and T p ( / ) = — 1 if P lies in ßt. 
Theorem (2.10), now proved, and the previous Theorem (2.3) together imply 
(2.12) Corollary. The group Q'(Z)/Q + (F) has order 2X with t the number of compo-
nents of ß. 
We finally point out that sharper conditions can be imposed on the function / 
in Theorem (2.10). 
(2.13) Proposition. Let p be a fixed complex point of X. Then the function f in 
Theorem (2.10) can be chosen such that f in addition is regular on X \ {p} and has 
no zeros on ß. 
This follows immediately from Theorem (2.10) and 
(2.14) Lemma. Let Pt,...,Pt be finitely many different points on y and nl9...,nt 
be integral numbers. Further let p be a complex point of X. Then there exists a real 
function f =t=0 which is positive definite on y and has moreover the following properties: 
a) f has at Pt the order 2nt,l^i^t. 
b) / has no zeros on y \ {P1,...,/?}. 
c) / is regular at all points of X different from Px,..., Pn and p. 
The proof of this Lemma runs as follows. There exists a function g in F * which 
has order nt at P{ for 1 ^ i ^  t and has a pole outside {Pl,..., Pt) at most at p. This is 
a well-known consequence of "Riemann's part" of the Riemann-Roch theorem. 
If g has no zeros on y \ { / } , P t } then we are through with f=g2. Assume now 
that g has on y \ {Pi,..., Pt} the zeros Ql,..., Qs. There exists a function h on F * 
with 
a) h has order n{ at l^i^t; 
b) h has order 0 at Qj9 1 ^j^s; 
c) h is regular at all points of X different from / } , . . . , Pn and p. 
The function f=g2-\-h2 clearly has the properties stated in the lemma. 
Using a part of Proposition (2.13), now proved, we obtain a description of the 
components of ß which is slightly more intuitive than the definition of the com-
ponents above. 
(2.15) Corollary. Two points P and Q of ß lie in the same component of ß if and 
only if f(P)f(Q)>0 for every real function f which has no zeros or poles on ß. We 
even may restrict f to those functions which are regular on X \ {p} for some fixed 
complex point p and have no zeros on ß. 
§ 3. A Residue Theorem 
Throughout the paper we denote the components of the space y of real points of 
X by yl9 ...,yr {r = 0 if y is empty}. We now regard non-singular bilinear forms 
over F with values in the vector space QF = QF/K of rank one over F consisting of 
the rational differentials fdg on X. We have a Witt group W(QF) of equivalence 
classes of these forms, defined in an obvious way, which is a free module of rank 
one over the ring W(F) [ G H K S ] . Notice that any F-linear bijective map from F 
onto QF yields an isomorphism from W(F) onto W(QF\ but that no canonical 
isomorphism from W(F) onto W(QF) is at hand. 
For every real point P of X we have an additive "residue map" 
res P: W(QF)-+Z 
as follows (cf. (2.1)): Let t be a uniformizing parameter of X at P, and let q> be a 
differential valued form over F . We choose a diagonalization 
cp^ifdu ...,frdt9fr+1t-1 dU ... Jnt~l dt} 
with real functions f( having no pole or zero at P and O ^ r ^ n , and we map the 
Witt class [<p] to 
(3.1) resP(<p):= £ sign/;(P). 
i=r+l 
Notice that resF(<p) does not depend on our choice of the uniformizing parameter t. 
In [ G H K S ] a residue theorem for differential valued forms has been established 
for complete smooth curves over arbitrary fields of constants, which in our 
special case of a real closed constant field reads as follows: For cp a differential 
valued form over F the residues resP(cp) vanish for almost all P in y and 
(3.2) Xresp(</>) = °-
{Residues can also be defined at the complex points of X but these residues do 
not contribute anything to the sum formula.} The sum formula (3.2) can be re-
fined as follows: 
(3.3) Theorem. For every component yi9 1^/^r , and every differential valued 
form cp over F 
XresP(<p)=0. 
Proof We may assume r ^ 2 . We prove the formula for, say, i= 1. According to 
Theorem (2.10) there exists a real function /4=0 which is definite on y and has sign 
— 1 on y1 but sign +1 on the other components. For P an arbitrary real point we 
have 
r e s P « / > ® cp) = zP(f) resP(<p) 
since / has even order at P. Thus r e s P « / > ® < p ) equals resP(<p) for P in y x ^ 
and — resp(<p) for P in yx. Writing down the formula (3.2) for cp and for </> ® cp 
yields the theorem, q.e.d. 
As a first consequence of this theorem we have 
(3.4) Theorem. For every real function /4=0 and every component yt the number 
of yt at which fhas odd order is even. 
Proof. We choose a rational differential CD 4=0 whose divisor has a support disjoint 
from the divisor of/. Then we can roughly say the following about the residues of 
the one-dimensional form </co>: 
r e s p </co> = ± resp <co> 
for P in the support of div(co), 
resp </<«>= ± 1 
if /has odd order in P, finally 
resp</co> = 0 
for all other real points P. Thus we obtain mod 2 
£ r e s P < / c o > = £ r e s P < o ; > + £ o r d p ( / ) . 
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Using the residue Theorem (3.3) we get 
£ ordp(f)=0 mod 2. q.e.d. 
Peyt 
We can now establish Harnack's theorem over arbitrary real closed fields: 
(3.5) Theorem. The number r of components of y does not exceed g +1 with g the 
genus of X. 
Indeed, the proof of Harnack's theorem on the last page of Lang's book 
[ L g J uses beside the theorem of Riemann-Roch precisely the statement of the 
preceding theorem, and thus remains valid over an arbitrary real closed field of 
constants. 
§ 4. The Main Theorem 
We first quote 
(4.1) Theorem. Every real function /=f=0 which is positive definite on y is a sum of 
two squares in F. 
Starting with Artin's Theorem 2.3 this theorem is a special case of Poster's 
theorem [P] , that for A a field extension of K of transcendency degree n every 
sum of squares in A is a sum of 2n squares. From a present day view (1975) the 
most natural way to deduce Pfister's theorem from general principles is perhaps 
the following: 4 Let B=A(\/^i). As for any quadratic field extension we have an 
exact triangle [L , p. 201] 
W(B) 
W(A)<—.— W(A). 
Here i denotes the natural map from W(A) to W(B\j denotes multiplication by the 
discriminant form <1,1> of B/A, and s* denotes the transfer map [<p]»-+ 0°<p] 
with 5 the >4-linear map from B to A defined by s(l) = 0, s ( | / ^ l ) = 1. We denote by 
1(A) and 1(B) the fundamental ideals of the rings W(A\ W(B\ i.e. the ideals con-
sisting of the classes of forms of even dimension, and by lm(A\ Im(B) their m-th 
power (m^O). Our exact triangle induces a complex 
0— W(A)—U W(B)-^> W(A)^l(A)-i-+ 
1(B) 1(A) I2 (A) -> • • • 
4 I am indebted to J .K .Arason for this argument 
which at least is "exact on Pfister forms," cf. [Ar , § 2] or [ E L , § 2]. Now let w=#0 
be a sum of squares in A and let cp denote the Pfister form 2n~1 x <1, — w>. Assume 
cp is not hyperbolic. Otherwise w would be already a sum of 2 n _ 1 squares. There 
exists a number r ^ O such that 2rxcp is anisotropic but 2r+1 xcp is hyperbolic. 
Since the class [2 r x cp~\ is mapped to zero under j there exists a Pfister form ^ 
of dimension 2r+n over £ with s*(\l/)^2r xcp. If r would be ^ 1 then by a well-
known theorem of Tsen ij/ would be isotropic and hence hyperbolic, which 
contradicts the assumption that 2 r x cp is not hyperbolic. Thus r = 0, i.e. 2 x cp^O. 
This means that w is a sum of 2" squares. 
As already pointed out in § 1, also Geyer's proof of Theorem (4.1) for K = 
JR. [ G J generalizes to arbitrary real closed fields of constants. Indeed, the only 
non-trivial fact used by Geyer to prove this theorem is the statement that the 
Herbrand quotient of the Jacobian J is always trivial, and this statement has 
recently been proved by Geyer over arbitrary real closed fields: 
(4.2) Theorem [G] . Let A be an abetian variety defined over a real closed field K, 
and identify A with the G-module of its points rational over K. The cohomology 
groups H°(A) and Hl(A) are finite and have the same cardinality. 
Theorem (4.2) plays a central role in our paper, since it leads to the Theorem III 
discussed in § 1. This will be explained now. 
Assuming from now on that y is not empty we give an interpretation of H°(J) 
and Hl(J) in terms of the behavior of real functions on y following Geyer's paper 
[ G J - We use the following abbreviations: 
D — Group Div(X) o fd i visors on X; 
D0 = Subgroup Di\0(X) of divisors of degree zero; 
§ = Subgroup of principal divisors on X; 
J = D 0 / $ = group Pic0(X) of divisor classes of degree zero (as above). 
We observed already in § 2 that we have natural isomorphisms 
D i v ( X ) - ^ D G , hence Div0(X)-^>D%; 
§(X) 5 G ; Pic (X) Pic ( X ) G , 
hence P i c 0 ( A r ) - ^ JG. We also have seen in §2 that tf1 (§) = (). 
The trivial sequence 
1 ^ D 0 ^ D ^ Z - > 0 
implies an exact sequence 
H°(D)—H°(Z) — tf1 (D 0) — i f 1 (D). 
Since D is a direct sum of G-modules isomorphic to Z [ G ] or to Z with trivial 
action, we have H 1 (D) = 0. Furthermore H°(Z) = Z/2Z. Since there exist prime 
divisors of degree 1 invariant under G (y is not empty), the map from H°(D) to 
H°(Z) is surjective, and we learn that H 1 ( D o ) = 0. 
Considering now the trivial sequence 
l - § - + D 0 ^ J ^ l 
we obtain an exact sequence 
(4.3) 1 H1 (J) -> H°(§) -> H°(D0) H°( J) -> 1 
since Hl{D0) and are trivial. We clearly have a canonical isomorphism 
H1 (J) s {a e DI a a principal}/{b b "11 b e D} g . 
Furthermore since § G ^ § ( A r ) we have a canonical isomorphism 
H ° ( ö ) s F * / « * - N E / F ( £ * ) . 
Using Theorem (4.1) we may write 
tf°(£)^Q(F)/{±l}ß+(F). 
The map from Hl(J) to / / ° ( § ) sends a class [a] with a ä = div(/) to the class 
[/] in / / ° (§ ) . The functions / arising in this way are precisely all real functions 
/ + 0 which have even order everywhere on y. Thus the initial part of our exact 
sequence (4.3) yields a natural isomorphism 
(4.4) H\J)-^Q\X)/{±\}Q+(F). 
In particular Hl(J) contains precisely 2 r _ 1 elements according to Corollary (2.12). 
We now interpret H°(J). We identify 
/f°(Z) 0) = D i v 0 ( Z ) / N ( D i v 0 ( X ) ) 
in the obvious way with the group of formal products Y[ Pep exponents sP 
in Z / 2 Z , almost all £ P = 0 , and p*y 
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From our exact sequence (4.3) we get 
H0(J)^H°(D0)ßmsige of i f 0 © ) . 
Now by Theorem (3.4) the image of H°(<o) is contained in the subgroup H' of 
H°(D0) consisting of all products [~J Pep with 
£ c , = 0 
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for l ^ i ^ r . But by Geyer's Theorem (4.2) we know that H°(J) has the same 
cardinality 2r~l as H\J). Thus the image of H° (§ ) in H°(D0) coincides with H ' . 
In other words: 
(4.5) Main Theorem. Given on each y{ a finite even number of points, there exists 
a real function /=#0 which has odd order on y precisely at these points. 
Applying the previous Lemma (2.14) we obtain a slightly stronger version of 
this theorem. 
(4.5 a) Theorem. Given on each y( a finite even number of points and given a com-
plex point p on X there exists a real function / + 0 , which is regular on AT\ {p}, 
has a simple zero at each of the given points on the yt, and has no other zeros on y. 
§ 5. Orientations 
We continue to assume that y is not empty. Our first goal in this section is to devel-
op a criterion that a given divisor class [a] in Pic(X) lies in 2 Pic(X). 
Consider the homomorphism 
k': D iv (X) ->(Z/2Z) r 
mapping a divisor a to the r-tuple (el,..., £ r) with 
£,= ]T ordpCt mod 2. 
Clearly A' vanishes on 2 D i v ( X ) . Now A' also vanishes on according to 
Theorem (3.4). Thus A' induces a homomorphism 
A: Pic(X)/2Pic(X) — (Z/2Z) r . 
(5.1) Theorem. A is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Since A is clearly surjective it suffices to show that Pic(X)/2Pic(X) has 
cardinality 2 r. We have a non-canonical decomposition 
P i c ( X ) ^ Z x P i c o P O . 
Thus it suffices to show that P i c 0 (X) /2P i c 0 (X) has cardinality 2r~1. As explained 
in § 2 (Lemma (2.7)) we identify Pic0(X) with the group JG of G-invariant points 
of the Jacobian J = Pic 0 (X) . Now 2 Pic0(X) is contained in the subgroup N(J) 
of norms of J. On the other hand J = 23 [ M u , p. 42]. Thus 
N(J) = 2 N ( J ) c 2 P i c 0 W , 
and we learn that 2 P ic 0 (X) coincides with N(J), hence 
P i c 0 ( X ) / 2 P i c 0 ( X ) ^ / / ° ( J ) . 
Our theorem now follows from the fact observed in the preceding section that 
H°(J) has cardinality 2 r " 1 . 
Remark. Ai l ing has given in the case K = JR a description of the structure of 
Pic0(AT) using analytic techniques: As a real analytic subgroup of J this group is 
isomorphic to (R/Z)* x (Z/2Zy~l [ A l , Th. 5.7]. 
The group Pic(X) can be regarded as the group of isomorphy classes [ i f ] 
of invertible fiVmodules «SP ( = line bundles on X). We study the class [ ß x ] of 
the invertible C^-module Qx of germs of regular differentials on X over K. 
(5.2) Theorem. [ ß x ] lies in 2 Pic (AT). 
Proof. Choose any rational differential w + O o n X . Then [ ß x ] is the divisor class 
of the divisor of co. Thus >i([ß*]) is the r-tuple (e l 5 . . . , er) in (Z /2Zy with 
£,= £ o r d P ( c o ) mod 2. 
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Now 
ordP(co) = resP<a>> mod 2 
for every P in y. Thus by the residue Theorem (3.4) all st are zero, hence 
lies in 2 Pic(Z). 
Remark. Theorem (5.2) does not remain true if y is empty. Indeed, we shall see in 
part II of this paper in the section about Witt rings of curves that in this case a 
divisor class a of AT lies in 2 Pic (A) if and only if the degree of a is divisible by 4. 
Thus [Qx~\ lies in 2 Pic(X) if and only if the genus of X is odd. For example, if X 
is the projective quadric x2 + y2 + z 2 = 0 then [ ß * ] does not lie in 2 Pic(X). 
(5.3) Definition. A differential co+0 in QF is called definite if co has even order 
at all real points P. 
Theorem (5.2) means that there exist definite differentials on X. If two definite 
differentials co and co' on X are given then co'=fco with / a real function definite 
on y. We call co and co' equivalent, if / is positive definite on y. 
(5.4) Definition. A n orientation of y is an equivalence class [co] of definite 
differentials on X. 
Clearly there exist 2 r orientations of y. Furthermore by Lemma 2.14 every 
orientation of y can be repesented by a definite differential co which has no zeros 
and no poles on y. 
Remark. In the case K = R this definition of orientation is compatible with the 
notion of orientation used in topology. Indeed, an orientation of y in the topologi-
cal sense may well be regarded as a nowhere vanishing C°°-section of the Co-
tangent bundle of y modulo an obvious equivalence relation. Such a section 
corresponds to a nowhere vanishing C°°-section of the cotangent bundle of y. 
Clearly every definite differential co without zeros and poles on y yields such a 
section of the cotangent bundle of y. 
Since now we fix an orientation [co0] on y throughout the paper as long as 
we consider curves with y not empty. We define an additive map 
dP: W(F)-+Z 
for every P in y by 
(5.5) dP(cpy.= resP(cp®(cjo0». 
These maps dP do not depend on the choice of the representative co0 of our 
orientation, but only on the orientation itself. They are indeed, as is easily seen, 
maps as defined in (2.1) for an appropriate choice of the uniformizing parameters 
at the real points. According to our residue Theorem (3.3) we have 
(5.6) ZdP(cp) = 0 
for every form cp over F and every component yt. In the special case K = 1R, 
X the projective quadric x 2 + y 2 — z 2 = 0, this formula (5.6) has already been ob-
served by Milnor and Husemoller [ M H , p. 94]. 
§ 6. Intervals 
We always assume that the set y of real points of our smooth complete curve X 
is not empty, and we choose an orientation [co0] on y with corresponding maps 
dP: W(F)-+Z, as explained in the preceding section. 
As before let yx,..., yr denote the components of y. For every component y{ 
we choose once and for all a real function /4=0 which is negative definite on yt 
and positive definite on the other components, cf. Theorem (2.10). 
(6.1) Definition. Let P and Q be different real points on the same component yt. 
A n interval function for the ordered pair (F, Q) is a real function 4=0 which is 
positive definite on y \ y f , definite on y , \ { P , Q } , and fulfills dP(f) = — 1, hence 
according to our sum formula (5.6) dQ(f)= +1. 
Such a function exists for every pair (F, Q) of different points on the same 
component y(. Indeed, according to our main theorem (4.5) we can find a real 
function g4=0 which has odd order on y precisely at F and Q. Multiplying g with 
some of the functions /),y 4= i , we arrive at a function h which in addition is positive 
definite on Now put f=fihü&P(h) = -hi,and p u t / = / i i n the casedP(/i)= — 1. 
We have dP(f)= — 1, hence / is an interval function for (F, Q). 
(6.2) Definition. Let F and Q again be different real points on the same component 
yt, and let / be an interval function for (F, Q). The open interval ]F , Q[ is defined 
as the set of all points R in y with zR{f) = — 1. 
Clearly ]F , Q[ is contained in yt. This set does not depend on the choice of 
the interval function f since any other interval function for (F, Q) arises from / 
by multiplication with a real function positive definite on y. The set ]F , Q[ must 
be infinite, since, otherwise / would be positive definite on y except at finitely 
many points and thus positive definite everywhere on y (cf. Theorem 2.3). Further-
more ]P, Q[ is indeed an open subset of yt: For R in ]F , Q[ we can find a real 
function g 4=0 such that h--=fg2 has no pole or zero in R. The set /z_1(]oo, 0[) is an 
open neighborhood of R contained in ]F , Q[. 
The reader will easily verify that if X is the projective line over K we obtain by 
our definition 6.2 the same open intervals on Kuoo as defined in the introduction, 
§ 1, by choosing as interval functions products of ^ 2 linear polynomials. 
(6.3) Proposition. Let (P, Q) be a pair of different points on the same component 
ofy, and let (P ,Q ' ) be a second such pair. Assume ]P , Q[ = ]^ ' , Q'D Th^n P = F 
andQ = Q'. 
Proof. Let / be an interval function for (P, Q) and / an interval function for (P', Q'). 
Then ff is positive definite on y except possibly at P, Q, P' , and Q'. Thus ff is 
positive definite everywhere on y, and SR(f) = dR{f) for all R in y. This implies 
P = P' a n d ö = ö'-
Thus for an open interval / we have a unique point P and a unique point Q 
such that / = ]P, ß [ . Justified by this fact we often call an interval function for 
(P, Q) an "interval function for / ," and we call P and Q the "endpoints" of J. 
We want to verify for our intervals geometric properties which are analogous 
to evident properties of the classical open intervals on the circle S 1 . Without loss 
of generality we confine our interest to intervals on yt. 
(6.4) Proposition. Let P and ß be different points on ft. Then ft is the disjoint 
union of the sets ]P , Q[, ] ß , P[ , {P}, and {Q}. 
Proof If / is an interval function for (P, ß) , then 
is an interval function for (Q, P). Indeed, g is positive definite on y \ ft, definite on 
ft \ {P, ß}> and fulfills 5P(g) = +1, dQ(g) = -1. The points R of ft not in ]P, ß [ 
and different from P and ß are precisely all points with xR(g) = - 1 . 
For P and ß points on the same component, say ft, we define the closed interval 
[P, Q] as the union of ]P, Q[ with the endpoints P and ß . According to Proposi-
tion 6.4 just proved [P, ß ] is the complement of ] ß , P [ in ft. Thus [P, ß ] is 
indeed a closed subset of ft. In § 7 we shall see that [P, ß ] is actually the closure 
o f ] P , ß [ in y. 
We return to open intervals. 
(6.5) Proposition. Let Rbe a point in the open interval ]P , Q[. Then ]P , ß [ is f/te 
disjoint union of the sets ]P , R[ , ]K , ß [ and {R}. 
Proof We assume that P and ß lie on yt. Let / be an interval function for ]P, ß [ 
and g an interval function for ]P, Ä[. According to Lemma 2.11 there exists a real 
function w+0 such that 
(*) < l , - / > ® < l , - g > s 2 x < l , - i i > . 
Let us look at w more closely. Applying dT to (*) for T a real point different from 
P , ß , R we learn that 5r(w) = 0, i.e. u is definite at T. Applying r r to (*) for T i n 
y \ ft we see that u is positive definite on y \ ft. Applying d P and 3 Ä we get 
-23p ( t tH -0 P ( / ) -0p (g )=+2 , 
- 2 ö Ä ( u ) = - ( l - T Ä ( / ) ) a Ä ( g ) = - 2 . 
Thus 3 F ( w ) = - l and 5K(w)= + l . From our sum formula (5.6) we finally get 
5 q(m)=0. Thus u is an interval function for ]P, K [ , and wg is positive definite on y. 
By Theorem (4.1) ug is a sum of two squares in F and our relation (*) simplifies 
to 
(**) < l , - / > ® a - g > s 2 x < l , - g > . 
Applying t r to (**) for T a real point different from P and R, we learn 
] P , ß [ n ] P , K [ = ] P , K [ . 
{Consider separately the cases T + ß and T = ß . } Thus ] P , K [ is contained in 
] F , ß [ . 
The function h-=fg is an interval function for ]R, ß [ . Indeed, h is positive 
definite on y \ ft, definite on ft except in /? and ß , and 
^ W = t Ä ( / ) ö Ä ( g ) = - l . 
Multiplying the obvious relation 
< l , - f c>~< l , - / > ! / < ! , - g > 
with the form <1, - / > and using (**) we obtain 
< l , - / > ® < l , - Ä > s 2 x < l , - f c > . 
From this relation we obtain as above that g [ is contained in ]F , Q[. 
For S a point on yx different from F , Q, and R we have 
T S ( / ) T S ( g ) T S(/0= l . 
From this equation we learn that for every point S in ]F , Q[ different from K 
precisely one of the signs t s(g), xs(h) is - 1 . This tells us that ]F , ß [ is indeed the 
disjoint union of ]F , /?[, ]K , Q[, and {R}. q.e.d. 
We now choose a point on yx and introduce on y[ — yj \ {/J} an ordering 
by the following convention: If P and Q are points in y[ then P ^ ß if and only if 
the interval F [ is contained in Q[. The rule 
F ^ Ö , => F ^ Ä 
is evident, and the rule 
P^Q, Q^P => P=Q 
follows from Proposition 6.3. Thus we have indeed defined an ordering on yi. 
(6.6) Proposition, i) y[ is totally ordered. 
ii) For every Q in y[ the interval Q[ is the set of all R in y[ with R<Q, and 
]Q, P0l is the set of all R in y[ with R>Q. 
iii) / / P and Q are points in y[ with P<Q then ]P , Q\_ is the set of all R in y[ 
with P<R<Q. 
Proof, a) Let P and Q be different points in y[. If P lies in ~\P0i Q[ then ~]P0, P [ is 
contained in ~\P0,Q[ according to the preceding Proposition 6.5, hence P<Q. 
Assume now that P does not lie in Q\_. Then P must lie in ]Q, P0[ by Proposi-
tion (6.4). Again by Proposition (6.5) ]P , PQ\_ is contained in ]Q, JJ[. Taking com-
plements in yx we get [P0, Q] c [P0, P ] , and a fortiori Q [ c [/J, P ] . Since the 
points / J and P do not lie in ]/o>6D we have ] / J , ß [ c : ] / & , P [ , i e - ß < F . This 
discussion shows that y[ is totally ordered, that ~\P0, ß [ is the set of all P in yi 
with P < 6, and that ] ß , JqC is the set of all P in yi with P>Q. 
b) It remains to prove the third assertion (iii). Let P and ß be points in yi 
with P<Q. The interval ~}P0,Q[ is the disjoint union of ] i o , P [ , ] F , ß [ and {P}. 
As already shown ^PQ^PI consists of the points R of y[ with R<P, and ]Jo>ß[ 
consists of the points R with R < Q. Thus ]P, ß [ consists of the points R in yi with 
P<R<Q. q.e.d. 
From this proposition we immediately obtain 
(6.7) Corollary. Let Px <P2 <-~<Pt be finitely many points in yiM/o}- n^fim Vi 
is f/ie disjoint union of the finite set JJ, and the intervals ]J^,J?+i[, 
0 £ i g t - l , am/]/},/&[. 
We can now make the sign behavior of a real function more explicit. 
(6.8) Theorem. Let u=|=0 be a real function which is not definite on ft, and let 
be the points of odd order of u on ft ( s^ 1). Assume dPo(u) = - 1 , and 
with respect to P0 
Pi<P2<- <P2s-i-
Then for 0^i^2s-\ 
dPi(u)=-\y+l. 
Furthermore for P a point on ft different from the Pt the sign TP(U) is -1 if and only 
ifP lies in one of the disjoint intervals ]P 2 i , JJi+ik O g i g s — 1. 
Thus if u has odd order at a real point P we may say that "u changes sign 
at P from - 1 to + 1 " if dP(u)= + 1, and that "u changes sign at P from +1 to 
- 1 " i f d F (w)=- l . 
For the proof of Theorem (6.8) we choose interval functions gt for the s inter-
vals ]P 2 / ,P 2 l +i[ , O g i g s - 1 , and put 
v=ug0. . . g s _ i -
Since gt has odd order precisely at P2i and P2i+i this function v is definite on ft. 
The point P0 does not lie in any of the intervals ~\P2i9 P2i+ll with 1 g i g s - 1 . Thus 
T p o (g.)= + l for l g / g s - 1 . Furthermore dPo(u) and dPo{g0) are both - 1 . Thus 
we see that TPo(V)= +1, hence v is positive definite on ft. This implies that u and 
go • Ss-i h a v e t h e s a m e v a l u e u n d e r xP and also under dP for every P in ft. The 
statements of Theorem 6.8 now follow from the preceding Corollary (6.7). 
We state an obvious consequence of Theorem (6.8). 
(6.9) Corollary. Let ]P, Q[ be an open interval on y, and letu^Obea real function 
without points of odd order in ]P , Q[. Then for all R in ]P , Q[ the sign TR(U) is the 
same. 
As an application of our theory of intervals we determine the components 
of the set ß of real points of a Zariski open subset Z of X, as defined in § 2. 
(6.10) Theorem. Every component of ß is contained in a component y{ of y. Let 
Sl denote the finite set of points in yx not contained in /?, and t the cardinality of S x . 
lftg 1 then y1 \ S x is a component of ß. Assume now t^2 and let P0, ...,Pt_l denote 
the points of S t . In the case t ^  3 assume further without loss of generality 
P1<P2<"<Pt.l 
with respect to P0. The components of ß contained in y1 are precisely the t intervals 
] i } , I J + 1 [ , 0 g i g f - 2 , and ]/>_!,P0l 
Proof, a) The first assertion is trivial. If r g 1 then every real function u definite on 
yl \ S x must be definite on yx, since the number of points of odd order for u on 
ft is even. Thus yx \ S x is a component of ß. 
b) Assume now t ^ 2 , and let & denote the family of open intervals consisting 
of ] /? , J? + 1 [ for 0 g i g t - 2 and of ~\Pt_l9P0[. Every function definite on ß has 
constant sign on every interval in & by the preceding Corollary 6.9. Now let P 
and Q be points of yt \ lying in different intervals of the family 3F. Let ]K , S[ 
be the interval in containing P, and let u denote an interval function for ]R, S[. 
Then u is definite on ß and u has opposite sign at P and Q. This discussion shows 
that indeed is the set of components of ß contained in yx. 
Appendix A : A Remark on the Topology of the Set of Real Points 
Our absolute theory completely disregards the fact that in practice most often 
real curves come up as subschemes of other algebraic schemes over K. This urges 
me to add a remark on the topology of the set Z{K) of real points of a smooth 
irreducible curve Z over K. 
For every algebraic scheme Y over K a topology on the set Y(K) of real points 
( = closed points with residue class field K) can be defined as follows [S, p. 309ff]: 
Let U be a Zariski open subset of Y, further f , . . . , / m regular functions on I/, and 
finally e a positive constant in K. We introduce the set V(U; f,... ,/m; a) consisting 
of all x in U(K) with 
- £ < / . ( x ) < £ for 1 ^ / ^ m . 
The "strong topology" on Y(K) is defined as the topology with these sets V(U; 
fi,~>,fm'*£)as b a s i s -
If Y' is a Zariski locally closed (open, closed) subscheme of Y, then clearly 
Y'(K) is a locally closed (open, closed) subset of Y(K) and the strong topology of 
Y(K) induces on the subset Y\K) again the strong topology. In the special case 
that Y is the affine standard space A " over K the strong topology on Y(K) = Kn 
coincides with the product topology coming from the interval topology on K, 
as is easily shown. 
Now let Z be a smooth irreducible curve over K. We may regard Z as a Zariski 
open subset of a complete smooth irreducible curve X. We realize that the topology 
on X(K) introduced in § 1 coincides with the strong topology, and thus the topo-
logy of § 1 induces on Z(K) again the strong topology. Now the following proposi-
tion is obvious: 
Proposition. Assume the smooth irreducible curve Z is a locally closed subscheme of 
A " for some n = l . Then Z(K) is locally closed in Kn with respect to the product 
topology, and Kn induces on Z(K) the topology introduced in § 1. 
Appendix B: Residues of Differentials 
Assume that y is not empty and ,be j t f r e , let yl9..., yr denote the components of 
y. In § 3 we have seen that for cp ajlffferential valued form over F the sum of re-
sidues of cp on each component vfis z ^ o . The question arises whether the analo-
gous statement holds for the/residues oMifferentials themselves. This is indeed 
true. 
Theorem. For every^fferential co in QF and every component y{ 
£resp(a>) = 0. \ . 
Pen 
Proof. We verify this formula fö*.say, yx. We may^ssume co=t=0. Let p x , . . . , p s 
denote the real and complex poin&soutside ^  where co has odd order. From the 
residue formula (3.3), applied to the fiqrm ^pr^we learn that in case r ^ 2 there 
lies on each component yt with 2 ^ i ^ r W e v e n number of the points pl9 . . . , p s . 
Thus according to Theorem (5.1) the.elas^of the divisor p x ... p s in Pic(X) lies 
in 2 Pic(J!0. This means that there erfists a reXfunction g#=0 such that 
div(g) = Pi ... p2 a2 / \ 
with a some divisor o n X The function g is clearly defimte on yx. Multiplying g 
by an appropriate read function definite on y we may assume that g is positive 
definite on yi9 cf. Theorem (2.10). Then using the weak approximation theorem for 
valuations we M a real function h such that (gJi 2)(P)= 1 for ahstfie finitely many 
points F on Vwhere co has odd order. Now applying the classicalWidue formula 
[ L g x , p. 24&f\to the differential gh2co on X we obtain \ . 
° 7 / i Tr* ( p ) /*res p(gA 2a>)= £ resP(o>). q.e.d. \ 
/ peX Peyi \ 
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In Appendix B der Arbeit wurde der Satz aufgestellt, daß für jedes Differential co 
der vollständigen glatten Kurve X über einen reell abgeschlossenen Körper k 
die Summe der Residuen in den Punkten einer Komponente yt der Menge der 
reellen Punkte von X verschwindet. Dieser Satz ist falsch, wie etwa das 
Differential co=(l + x 2 ) ~ 1 x d x auf der projektiven Geraden zeigt, mit x eine 
Erzeugende des Funktionenkörpers. Der Fehler im „Beweis" des Satzes beruht 
auf einer fehlerhaften Anwendung des klassischen Residuensatzes in der letzten 
Zeile der Arbeit. 
Ich wurde auf diesen Fehler von Herrn W . D . Geyer aufmerksam gemacht. 
Der Fehler berührt die anderen Resultate der Arbeit nicht, auch nicht die von 
Teil II (Math. Z . 151, 1976), weil Appendix B nirgends benutzt wird. 
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